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ABSTRACT 

In a synchrotron, when the beam induced current is comparable 
to the driver current, the RF cavity is subjected to beam loading per- 
turbation and corrective steps have to be implemented to regain beam 
stability. 

In this paper, the static and transient beam loading will be stu- 
died. We first discuss the static beam loading, which includes the cav- 
ity detuning condition, the stability condition, and the generator power 
dissipation. The beam current induced beam phase deviation is used as 
criterion to study the transient beam loading. The upgraded and the 
old AGS RF system parameters are used as an example to demonstrate 
how to choose cavity and generator parameters to satisfy the stability 
requirements under the beam loading. 

The dynamic models f or the beam loading with beam control, and 
the beam loading with fast power amplifier feedback are presented and 
analyzed. It is shown that the beam phase and radial feedbacks alone 
are insufficient for the transient beam loading compensation, but the 
fast power amplifier feedback can provide effective correction on the 
beam loading. The limitation of the fast feedback and the beam load- 
ing with tuning and AVC loops are also discussed. 

* Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy 



I. Introduction 

When a high intensity beam passes through an RF cavity, the beam-induced image 

wall current will affect the cavity voltage, then the beam itself will be affected by the varia- 

tion of the cavity voltage. Such effects are called the beam loading in accelerator technology. 

In this report, two beam loading effects will be studied, one is the static beam loading 

and another is the transient beam loading. The static beam loading applies when all RF 

buckets are filled with beam and a steady state condition has been established, and the 

transient beam loading applies when the bunch train first passes through the cavity and 

before a steady state condition is established. 

The most important components in the beam loading are the RF cavity and the gen- 

erator, which together determine the loaded cavity impedance. Using the results from the 

study of the static and transient beam loading, the parameters of the cavity and generator 

can be evaluated. Once a cavity and ‘a generator have been chosen, the tuning and AVC 

loops are needed to guarantee the working condition for the generator and the cavity. 

Other techniques such as the fast power amplifier feedback, the feedforward compensation, 

and the beam phase and radial feedbacks can be properly used to alleviate the beam loading 

effects. 

In this paper, we 

beam box-car injection 

discuss the beam loading at one of the worst case, i.e., the bunched 

from one synchrotron to another. 

II. Cavity and Generator 

Schematically the loaded cavity can be represented by a lumped RLC circuit as shown 

in Fig.1, where the generator impedance is included in the shunt resistance R. Therefore, 

the parameters of the loaded cavity are determined by both the RF cavity and the genera- 

tor. The RF driver current and the beam loading current are represented by current 

sources IG and IB, respectively. Note that IB is the fundamental component of the beam- 

induced image current. Here the fundamental frequency implies the RF frequency. 



Taking the current as the input and the resulting cavity.voltage V as the output, r-he 

transfer function of’the cavity Z(S) is shown as, 

v = Z(s) I = 
-5 

1 1 I 
sZ+RCS+LC 

Using the resonant frequency, 

and the cavity half bandwidth, 

wR = ($)1,2 

1 

b=2RC 
the transfer function Z(s) in (1) can also be written as, 

Z(s) = 
2aRs 

s2 -I- 2as + w; 

If the cavity is driven by a sine wave whose frequency coincides with the resonant fre- 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4 

quency, i.e., s = jwR, the impedance of the cavity is simply 2 = R. The current I = V/R 

is provided by the generator, and the power dissipated in the cavity is, 

P= & i( Vsincr)2 da 

0 R 

The energy stored in the cavity can be represented by, 

,S!!Y 
2 

V2 
C--W-- 

2R (5) 

(6) 

The equations (5) and (6) indicate that for a certain voltage V the shunt resistance R 

determines the power dissipation, and the capacitance C determines the energy stored in 

the cavity. These two parametors are important in the static and transient beam loading. 

In the vector form, the cavity impedance can be written as, 

Z = Rcos$ e-j4 

where 

4 = tan-’ (Q(x - 
W 

(7) 

(8) 
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is the detuning angle and Q is the quality factor pf the loaded-cavity, 

Q z&)1/2 

If Aw = UR - w << wR, then (8) can be,simplified 

Q = tan-’ (2Q$) 

Substituting (10) into (7), we get, 

2 
R 

= 1 + jzQbJ/WR 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

III. Static Beam Loading 

In the static beam loading, the cavity has to be detuned and the power amplifier has 

to be set at an adequate condition to accommodate the passing beam. The subjects of 

interest include the detuning condition, the stability condition, and the power dissipation of 

the generator. 

1. Detuning Condition 

In the absence of beam, the cavity is driven by IGo, and the cavity voltage is simply 

V = IGoR. This is shown in Fig.2, where the beam current F* and the stable phase +s are 

also shown. Note that we consider the beam loading below transition. 

With the beam loading, one way to keep the cavity voltage unchanged is to detune the 

cavity by an angle, say $z, and to choose a proper generator current IG [l], as shown in 

Fig.2. We assume that IG is still in the same phase as V, which can be accomplished by a 

cavity detuning, or automatically by the tuning loop. Meanwhile the amplitude of the cav- 

ity voltage V can be kept unchanged by the AVC loop. Using (7), this implies, 

1 IT R cos& e-jiz 1 = V = I&? (12) 
which is equivalent to, 

(13) 
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where IT is the total current. From Fig.2 we have, 

IB e 
-it+ + 4s) 

+ IG = IT e-j” (14 
Combining (13) and (14) and equating the real and imaginary parts separately, we 

have the following condition specifying the detuning angle 4~ and the generator current IG 

for the cavity detuning, 

tanQz = Ycosds 

1~ = 1~0 + IBsin#s 

where the ratio of the beam current to the original generator current, 

(15) 

(16) 

IB y=_ 
IGO 

(17) 

is important in determining the stability condition, which will be shown in the following 

subsection. 

2. Stability Condition 

The stability problem has been resolved’ for the case of beam 

loops by Robinson [2]. A different way of arriving at the stability 

model [3], will be presented here. 

1. Robinson Stability Criteria 

It is known, for example in [4], that the beam transfer function T,(a) from the cavity 

phase deviation A4c to the beam phase deviation A4B is shown in, 

loading without feedback 

criteria, using Pedersen’s 

MB = Tl(a)At,bC = G 
a2 + C2.j Ah2 

where a2, is the synchrotron oscillation frequency. 

The beam loading can be represented by the reaction of the cavity voltage to the beam 

current. If the cavity is detuned by a large amount, then this reaction has both phase and 

(18) 

amplitude effects. In Pedersen’s model, the phase deviation of the cavity voltage due to the 

beam phase deviation is as follows, 
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A& = T2(4A& = 
Yq2tan+z/cos4s 

s2 + 2as + a2(1 + tan24z) 
A4B (19) 

Thus, the characteristic equation of the closed-loop dynamic system under beam load- 

ing is, 

T,(s)zys) - 1 = 0 (20) 

which can be written as, 

s4 + 2as3 + (02(l + tan24z) + Ri)s2 + 2aaj.s 

+ a2(1 + tan24z)@ - YC&%an~~/cos#~ = 0 

The Routh-Hurwitz table [5] corresponding to equation (21) is produced as follows, 

(21) 

To guarantee the stability, all entries in the first coefficient column should be positive. 

The fourth entry therefore requires, 

tan4, > 0 (22) 

and the fifth entry requires, 

Ytan4zcos2#z < cos4~ (23) 

The conditions (22) and (23) are called the first and second Robinson stability criteria, 

respectively. In the following we will discuss the physical meanings of the criteria. 

2. Robinson Resistance 

Recalling the cavity detuning condition (15), since 0 5 4s < 7r/2, and hence 

cosd, > 0, the first Robinson condition ia always satisfied if a tuning loop is applied. Sub- 

stituting the detuning condition (15) into the second criterion (23), we get, 
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Ysin4s < 1 _ (a<; 

Substituting Y = IB/IG~ and Icu = V/R into (24) and defining the Robinson resistance, 

RR = V 
Ib sin4s 

(25) 

the second Robinson criterion becomes, 

R <RR (26) 
Since the shunt resistance R includes the generator impedance, therefore for a given 

R,,, reducing the generator impedance is always an effective means to increase the stability 

margin. 

Finally, we note that the equation (26) represents the second Robinson criterion under 

the condition that the detuning condition (15) is satisfied. Under other detuning conditions, 

it cannot be used. 

3. More On the Second Robinson Criterion 

On the stability limit of the 

write, 

Under the condition (27), Fig.2 can 

IT =IB and 4z =7r/2-_s. The 

the beam image current I,, and it 

Robinson criterion, from (17) and (24) we can second 

be redrawn as Fig.3. It is shown clearly that in this case 

generator voltage V G is in the opposite direction with 

is therefore collinear with the beam current 7~. In other 

words, the bunch now sits on the crest of the generator voltage. Since the generator voltage 

is the only recovery force, this explains why the condition (27) is a stability limit. 

Meanwhile, from Fig.3 we may find that, 

IG = 2Ice 

Substituting (28) into (16) we also obtain (27). 

(28) 

3. Power Dissipation 

The power dissipation of the generator often poses a severe limitation on the operation 
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of the RF system. This problem is considered in this section for the general situation, where 

the cavity is not necessarily detuned according to the condition (15). To keep the phase and 

amplitude of the total cavity voltage V unchanged, the generator current IG can be in a 

different phase 4L with the cavity voltage, as shown in Fig.4 In other words, the problem 

now is that given an arbitrary detuning angle 42, to find proper IG and #L such that, 

Note that from Fig.4, we have, 

IB e (30) 
By equating separately the real and imaginary parts in (30), we get the following equations, 

tandz = YcosdS - tan4l - YsimjstandL (31) 

1, = (IG, + IBsin’$S)/cos(bL (32) 
There are two extreme situations: If the cavity is detuned according to (15), then we 

have dL = 0, and if the cavity is not detuned at all, then we have 62 = 0. From (32), it is 

clear that the generator current reaches the minimum if the cavity is detuned according to 

(15) i.e., do = 0. This is the reason why a tuning loop is necessary in the operation for 

most RF systems. 

The total power delivered by the generator can be calculated as, 

1 PT = T’;: v, = $I;R cos& 

If the cavity is fully detuned, substituting (15) and (16) into (33), we get, 

(33) 

Under the condition of 1~~ >> IB, or V >> IB R, the total power delivered by the genera- 

tor can be written as, 

PT = V2 2R .+ IB VsinfjS (35) 
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where the first term is the power dissipated’in the cavity, and the second term represents 

the power delivered to the beam. 

IV. Transient Beam Loading 

There are two methods in studying the transient beam loading. The first one is to look 

at the cavity voltage variation due to the beam loading. The second one, we consider that 

the most sensitive effect of the beam. loading can be represented by the beam current- 

induced beam phase deviation, therefore the transfer from the beam current to the induced 

beam phase deviation can be used. Here-we adopt the second method. 

We assume that the beam enters the cavity without phase error, as shown in Fig.Fja, 

where the beam phase equals the stable phase 4S, and therefore the beam phase deviation 

with respect to the phase of the cavity voltage Ad = 0. As soon as the beam induced cavity 

voltage component VB builds up, the total cavity voltage V no longer equals V,, and the 

beam phase deviation changes from zero to A4 = - dz, as shown in Fig.5b. Note that this 

deviation is generated from the variation of the cavity voltage, not from the beam motion. 

Also note that since the tuning loop and the AVC loop are relatively slow, we assume that 

the cavity is not detuned and also the generator current is not changed, during the short 

period of beam injection. 

It is shown in Fig.Sb that the cavity voltage component V, is directly responsible to 

42, and hence the beam phase deviation Ad. The response of V, to the beam image current 

IB, however, is governed by the cavity transfer function Z(S) in (1). If we consider the 

transfer function from IB to $z, then the dynamic aspect of the transfer can be represented 

by, 

a4 = * (36) 

where 0 is the cavity half bandwidth, as defined by equation (3). In Fig.6, the response 

using Zi(s) for a step input is shown, comparing to the cavity voltage response due to an 
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exciting sine current with the resonant frequency using Z(s). Two responses share the same 

time constant. 

For the scaling, we consider under the assumption that 6~ is small, 

If furthermore 
IB 

- 5 1, then we get, 
IGO 

4z = Z,I, = - ’ IB 
470 

IB 
If - 

IGO 
> 1, then Z, has to be numerically calculated. 

(37) 

(38) 

To use the cavity model Z,(s), f or a continuous beam injection, IB can be a step func- 

tion, as shown in Fig.6. After the ring filled, the circulating beam replaces the injected 

beam. The real beam current is the sum of the originally injected beam and the variant por- 

tion of the following beam. In this study, we use IBe to denote the invariant portion of the 

beam, which can also be seen as the initial beam loading condition. 

The total response from I& to the beam phase deviation can therefore be shown as, 

A4 = - 4z = zl(s)&&~~ (39) 

The equation (39) h s ows that both Zi(s) and Z. are relevant to the beam loading impact on 

the beam phase deviation. Since Z. = ~/IG, and IGO = V/R, reducing R can reduce the 

beam loading effect. This is consistent with the results of the static beam loading, where it 

has been shown that by reducing R, and therefore increasing the power dissipation P, the 

stability margin can be increased. For Zi(s), if the cavity half bandwidth d is increased, the 

response of the beam phase deviation to the beam loading will be more sensitive, which will 

happen if R is reduced. To solve the problem, the capacitance C can be increased to keep Q 

not increased. Recalling (6), this implies to increase the cavity stored energy W. 
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V. AGS Beam Loading Parameters 
. 

Using the results of the static and transient beam loading study, the cavity and gen- 

erator parameters can be chosen to satisfy the stability requirements for the beam loading. 

In the new operation, the proton beam intensity at the AGS will be increased from 

1.5 x 1013 to 6 x 1013 per cycle. Also, the AGS ring will directly receive the bunched beam 

from the Booster. Therefore, the old cavities and power amplifiers have to be upgraded. In 

the following, we show the beam loading parameters for the old and the upgraded AGS RF 

systems. Some information are taken from [6] and [7]. 

The AGS RF harmonic number is 12, and there are 10 RF cavities 

The presented parameters are for each cavity. The number of protons in 

assumed to be 0.75 x 1013, a 50 percent larger than the designed number. 

in the AGS ring. 

one bunch, 71, is 

The resonant frequency WR and the quality factor Q for the loaded cavity can be accu- 

rately measured. The measurement of the cavity capacitance is usually not accurate, but the 

data can be used with an adjustment according to experience. The rest of the parameters 

can then be calculated according to the formulae shown in the table. 
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In the upgrade, the two most important modifications are reducing the loaded cavity 

shunt resistance R , and increasing the capacitance C. By reducing R , the generator 

current IGO is increased. The ratio of the beam current and the generator current Y is 

significantly reduced, which then requires a smaller detuning angle. The price paid is that 

more powerful power amplifiers are required. By increasing the cavity capacitance C, the 

cavity bandwidth is kept almost unchanged in the upgrade. 

At the injection, i.e., f = 4.2 MHz, the Robinson resistance is infinity. Attention 

should be paid in this case when the criterion (26) is used, because the desired detuning 

according to (15) may not be guaranteed. 

VI. Beam Loading with Beam Control 

Several techniques may be applied to reduce the beam loading effect, such as the phase 

and radial feedbacks, the fast power amplifier feedback, and the feedforward compensation. 

In the following sections, we show the advantages and limitations of these techniques. 

First, we consider the beam loading with beam control. The model is shown in Fig.7. 

The loop encircling b/s, a, and l/s represents the beam synchrotron oscillation, with, 

(40) 

where wid is the ideal beam frequency, q is the frequency slip factor, 7T is the beam transi- 

tion energy, and R, is the mean radius of the accelerator, and also with, 

b 
eVcoqhS c 

=- 
274PE 

(41) 

where /3 is the ratio of the particle velocity u and the light velocity c, and E is the total 

energy of the proton. 

The synchrotron oscillation frequency therefore is, 

fl, = (-(q/2 = ( - wid;;;;;4sc)1/2 (42) 
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AR and AwB are the deviations of the beam radius and frequency from the synchro- 

nous condition, respectively. The total beam deviation & is the difference between the 

beam phase deviation, Ad,, and the cavity voltage phase deviation dz, as shown in Fig.7. 

In this article, two types of beam phase deviations have been considered. One is the beam 

phase deviation with respect to that of cavity voltage, A+, another one is the beam phase 

deviation with respect to ideal beam phase, AdB. The location and effect of these two errors 

can best be understood through Fig.7. 

The loop encircling Zr(s), Ic,, and l/ s represents the phase feedback. The total beam 

phase deviation A4 is detected, and amplified to drive the VCO, which is represented here 

by the integrator l/s. The output of the VCO generates the generator current to drive the 

cavity. The response of the cavity voltage to the current, as discussed above, is represented 

by the transfer function Zi(s). This explains the phase feedback that includes the dynamic 

of the cavity. On the other hand, the beam loading current IB,-, affects the cavity voltage by 

directly driving Z,(S), as shown in Fig.7. 

Finally, the loop encircling b/s, k2, k,, l/s, and ZJs) is the radial feedback loop. For 

the transient response, the contribution of this loop is not as significant as the phase loop 

because of an additional delay from b/s. 

Note that the model for transient beam loading does not include the feedback of the 

beam phase deviation A4, to the cavity voltage phase, as given in (19). This loop has been 

used for the study of the static stability. Since the response of this loop is slower than that 

of the phase and radial loops, the influence of this loop for the transient beam loading 

presented here can be disregarded. 

Using (36) and (39), the beam phase deviation A4 due to the beam loading 18, is, 

- 
A4 = 

0Z,S2 

s3 + in2 + (k,a + flt,‘)s + f-l,2a + bk,k,a 
IBO (43) 

We assume that all initial deviations of the beam are zero. When the bunched beam 

enters the cavity, the induced beam image current, scaled by Zo, drives the cavity, which is 
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represented by Z,(s), to generates a cavity voltage phase variation - Qz. Since we assume 

that the initial A4, is zero, the beam phase deviation is momentarily equal to - Qz. The 

phase feedback loop has a wider bandwidth than that of the synchrotron oscillation loop 

and the radial feedback loop, therefore, 

phase feedback. 

for the transient beam loading, we only consider the 

An obvious means to reduce the beam loading impact is to increase the gain of the 

phase feedback, Ic,. The typical phase loop bandwidth at the AGS is between 10 KHz to 

100 KHz, corresponding to Ic, being between 63 x lo3 to 63 x 104. At the injection, 

a = 1.9 x lo’, and b = - 74, and therefore the synchrotron oscillation frequency is 

1.89 KHz. For the new AGS RF cavity, the shunt resistance of the loaded cavity is 4.2 KR 

and the capacitance is 175 pF for each cavity, therefore we have CY = 68 x 10” rad/sec. The 

cavity voltage amplitude is 40 KV. We choose a low phase feedback gain Ic, = 4 x lo4 and 

a radial feedback parameter k2 = 300. -The responses of the beam phase deviation for con- 

tinuous injection with each bunch having 0.75 x 1013 protons are shown in Fig.8. It shows 

that in the period of 10 ,u, the phase feedback provides a small phase correction. Such a 

phase feedback, however, will cause a significant emittance blow up as shown in the follows. 

Taking the AGS parameters at the injection, i.e., p = 0.925, E = 2.473 C&V, 

7] = - 0.13, ‘+ = 2~ x 4.14 x 106, and h = 12, the RF bucket half height equals, 

HBK =2( 

It can be shown that RF bucket vertical motion in the frequency deviation reaches 4.4 KHz 

in about 6 /.Ls. From the relation of the frequency deviation Aw to the bucket half height, 

H BK = + Aw 
Widv 

the 4.4 KHz frequency deviation is equivalent to a bucket motion of 0.64 eVs, which is 

about 90 percent of the bucket half height and therefore implies an unacceptable beam 

emittance blow up. The bunch motion in the bucket is shown in Fig.9 by the solid line, 
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where the vertical axis represents the percentage.of the bucket half height. To increase the 

gain of the phase feedback will further deteriorate the situation. Thus, we may conclude 

that for transient response, the compensation using the phase loop is limited and therefore 

not effective. 

For a long period of time, however, a properly designed phase and radial feedback can 

correct the radial deviation and damp the phase deviation, and therefore they are still 

needed. 

VII. Beam Loading with Fast Power Amplifier Feedback 

The beam loading model with fast power amplifier feedback is shown in Fig.10. The 

feedback signal of the fast feedback is picked up at the cavity voltage, which in the model is 

equivalent to dz, as discussed before. This signal is used to drive the power amplifier 

through a gain of Ice. Since this gain is included in the phase feedback path, therefore we 

divide the original phase feedback gain k, as k&r as shown in Fig.10. It can be seen that 

the beam loading affects the cavity 

power amplifier. Therefore from the 

on the feedback path. 

directly, while the fast feedback has to go through the 

beam loading point of view, the fast feedback gain k. is 

For the transient response of the beam loading, we may consider only the fast feedback 

and disregard other loops. With fast feedback, the transfer function corresponding to Zr(s) 

in (39) becomes, 

Zz(s) = 
u 

s + (1 + k,,)u (46) 

The difference between Z12(s) and Zi(s) can be explained as follows. First, comparing the 

denominators of Z2(s) and Zr(s) and recalling Q = l/(ZRC) in (3), we find that the effective 

shunt resistance of the cavity with fast feedback becomes R/(1 + k,). Therefore, the time 

constant of the cavity with the fast feedback is much smaller than that with Zr(s). Second, 

the static gain of the cavity with the feedback reduces by a factor of 1 + k,, which means 
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that the beam loading effect is significantly reduced by the fast feedback. 

With fast power amplifier feedback, the beam loading effect due to IBc becomes, 

- 
Ac$ = 

&p2 

s3 + (1 + ko)m2 + @,a + i2;)s + f& + bk,kp 
IBO (47) 

Taking a moderate fast feedback gain k. = 5, the response of the beam phase deviation 

under the same condition of that used in plotting Fig.8 is shown in Fig.11, where the resi- 

dual phase error is reduced by a factor.of 6. Also the bunch motion in the bucket is shown 

in Fig.9 by dotted line, which 

To include the delays in 

(47) by a delay factor. 

is much smaller than the motion with a phase feedback. 

the fast power amplifier feedback, we simply substitute ko in 

The loop gain of the fast power amplifier feedback is limited by the delay [8]. Let the 

stability margin be 7r/4, i.e., at the unity loop gain the bandwidth is, 

Au=$ 

If 2QAw > WR, then the cavity impedance in (11) can be simplified as, 

z R3 
R 

j2& AW/WR 

Therefore, the unity loop gain IkZ 1 = 1 implies, 

k< nQ - ~RWRT 

(46) 

(49) 

(50) 

Recalling that Zr(s) in (36) only re p resents the dynamic aspect of the cavity response, 

therefore the static gain of Z,(s) is 1. On the other hand, the impedance of 

resonant frequency, and hence the gain, is R. Thus, we find that the fast 

Fig.10 is, 

the cavity at the 

feedback gain in 

k,=kR 5% 
2w, 7 (51) 

Taking the parameters of the upgraded AGS RF system at injection, if there is a 0.5 ps 

delay, then the maximum feedback gain k. is only 2.2. This is certainly not large enough. If 
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a gain of better than 10 is required, the total delay in the fast power amplifier feedback 

should not exceed 113 ns. 

Two different kinds of delay exist in the fast power amplifier feedbacks. The first one 

can be represented by the power amplifier grid resonator, whose model is also a lumped 

RLC circuit, similar to the one of the cavity. The time constant of this resonator can be 

reduced by local feedbacks. Using the AGS cavity parameters, closed loop cavity 

impedances are shown in Fig.l2a, where the loop gain at the cavity resonance frequency is 

the same and the delays are different. In this example, the grid resonator is tuned at the 

resonance frequency of the cavity, and therefore the two sidebands around the cavity reso- 

nance frequency are symmetrical. In Fig.l2b, the real part of the impedances in this exam- 

ple are shown. The second kind of delay is the transmission line delay. The closed loop 

cavity impedances with different delays are shown in Fig.13. In the testing of the AGS 

upgrade RF fast feedbacks, it is shown [9] that the delay of the grid resonator with local 

feedbacks is about 80 ns, and the delay of the transmission line is about 30 ns. 

In general, if the ratio of the detuned frequency Aw and the revolution frequency wo, 

AfJ IBRh 
PC- 

00 ?QV 
c-4, (52) 

is in the order of unity or larger, then the coupled bunch mode oscillation may be excited, 

because the cavity impedance may be large at the revolution frequency sidebands. Note here 

that the equation (52) can be derived from (10) and (15). If a fast feedback is applied, the 

closed loop cavity impedance in the sidebands shown in Fig.12 and Fig.13 must be con- 

sidered for the coupled bunch stability. 

The feedforward compensation, as commonly introduced for beam loading control, 

shares basically the same function as the fast power amplifier feedback. The difference is 

that the correcting signal of the feedforward compensation is picked up from the beam 

current, whereas for fast feedback it is picked up from the cavity voltage. The drawback of 

the feedforward technique is that it is difficult to operate over a wide dynamic range. 
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VIII. Beam Loading with Tuning and AVC Loops 

In addition to the fast power amplifier feedback plus the phase and the radial feed- 

backs, the tuning and AVC feedbacks must also be considered. In general, these two loops 

have longer time constants, and therefore if only the early short period of beam loading is 

concerned, they may be totally disregarded. The tuning and AVC loops must however be 

considered for longer term effect, because the system condition will be largely changed by 

these two loops. 

Immediately after the beam enters the empty cavity, the total cavity voltage starts to 

move away from the generator induced- voltage V, according to the dynamics represented 

by zr(s) in (36) as shown in Fig.Sb. The phase and radial loops observe the increase of the 

beam phase deviation and start to rotate the RF frequency through the VCO to move the 

phase of the generator current IG and the voltage VG ahead, trying to pull the total cavity 

voltage V back. Meanwhile, the fast power amplifier feedback observes both phase and 

amplitude variations in the cavity voltage, and responds by both phase and amplitude 

corrections in the generator current IG. The fast power amplifier feedback can usually 

respond faster than the phase and radial loops. The total effect is shown in Fig.14 

The tuning loop observes the difference between the phases of the generator current IG 

and the cavity voltage V. Without fast plus the phase and the radial feedbacks, the phase 

difference is roughly, disregarding the dynamic aspect, equal to that between IG,-, and I,, 

i.e., Qz, as shown in Fig.14. With fast plus phase and radial feedbacks, the phase difference 

is the phase between IG and V, i.e., dL. If 4S = 0, then we have 4L = 42. At the injection 

4s is small, therefore we always have #L M 42. Thus, the fast feedback affects little to the 

tuning loop. 

If we consider that the motion of the phase of the cavity voltage will be delayed, see 

Zr(s) in (36), the fast plus phase and radial feedbacks can enhance the difference between 

the phases of the generator current and the cavity voltage, and therefore enhance the tuning 

loop reaction [lo]. 
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The response of the AVC loop will not be consistent with that of the tuning loop, and 

it is also less critical than the tuning loop. From the stability point of view, after the cavity 

is detuned, the situation becomes more complicated. The influence of the beam phase devia- 

tion AdB to the phase and the amplitude of the cavity voltage must also be considered. The 

cross modulation between the phase and the amplitude becomes significant enough and 

therefore cannot be neglected. The complete stability analysis including all these effects is 

treated by Pedersen [3]. 

IX Conclusion 

In this paper, some fundamentals of the.beam loading effects have been discussed. 

Several issues in the static beam loading such as the cavity detuning condition, the sta- 

bility condition, and the generator power dissipation are studied. For the transient aspect, 

we use the beam phase deviation as criterion to present a cavity model and to study the 

beam loading effect. The old and new AGS RF system parameters are shown as an example 

to demonstrate how to use the results of the static and transient beam loading study to 

choose cavity and generator. 

Several techniques such as the phase and radial feedbacks, the fast power amplifier 

feedback and the feedforward compensation have been investigated by using dynamic 

models. The phase and radial feedbacks have been shown to be not effective enough to 

correct the beam loading induced beam phase deviation. Increasing the loop gain of these 

loops will cause unnecessary beam emittance blow up. The fast power amplifier feedback has 

been shown to be effective in correcting the beam phase deviation. The limitation of the fast 

feed.back due to the time delay is also shown. Finally, the beam loading effect including 

phase and radial feedbacks, the fast power amplifier feedback, and the tuning and AVC 

feedbacks is discussed. 
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Fig-l. RF Cavity Model. 

Fig.2. Beam Loading with Cavity Detuning. 
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Fig.3. Beam Lo d a ing at Stability Limit, the Second Robinson Criterion. 

Fig.4 Beam Loading with Partial Cavity Detuning. 
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Fig.Sa. Beam PhGse Deviation without Beam Loading. 

Fig.5b. Beam Phase Deviation with Beam Loading. 
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Fig.6. Comparison of the Responses of the Two Cavity Models. 
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Fig.7. Beam Loading Model with Beam Controi. 
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Fig.& Beam Phase Deviation& with and without Phase and Radial Feedbacks. 

Fig.9. Bunch Motion in the Bucket, with Phase Feedback and Fast Feedback. 
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Fig.10. Beam Loading Model with Beam Control and Fast Power Amplifier Feedback. 
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Fig.11. Beam Phase Deviations with and without Fast Power Amplifier Feedback. 
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Fig.12a. Cavity‘Impedance, with Resonator Delays. 
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Fig.12b. Real Part of Cavity Impedance, with Resonator Delays. - 
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Fig.13. Cavity Impkdance, with Transmission Line Delays. 

Fig.14 Effect of Fast Power Amplifier Feedback. 


